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  New! Rose Cardamom Tea Biscuits

  

  We love cookies but unfortunately anything that’s appeals to our taste buds is loaded with refined sugar. So we decided to create our own in collaboration with Ayursome Foods! 
A can't-just-stop-at-one healthy snack/dessert that you can relish with your tea, coffee, turmeric latte, or a glass of milk/mylk.
This is a Limited Edition offering and won't last long! 
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	Indulge in our functional, Ayurveda powered chocolates and snacks, crafted with ultra clean ingredients and infused with Adaptogens & superfoods.
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      Enjoy our delicious and nutritious Turmeric Infused Drinking Hot Chocolate Mix from...
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      Introducing Elements Truffles Drinking Chocolate Mix infused with Ashwagandha, the ancient adaptogenic...
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      Looking to add some romance to your drinking chocolate? Look no further...
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      Introducing Ayurveda Shakti Bars as part of The Ojas Collection. In Ayurveda,...
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      Introducing Ayurveda Shakti Bars as part of The Ojas Collection. In Ayurveda,...
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      Introducing Vegan Protein Powder with Ayurveda Superfoods 18g protein per serving Pea...
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      Introducing Vegan Protein Powder with Ayurveda Superfoods 18g protein per serving Pea...
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      Introducing Vegan Protein Powder with Ayurveda Superfoods 18g protein per serving Pea...
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      Looking to add some romance to your drinking chocolate? Look no further...
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      Enjoy our delicious and nutritious Turmeric Infused Drinking Hot Chocolate Mix from...
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Eat Dark. Feel Light.

Staying clear of dairy makes our chocolates dark. Quality and simplicity of our ingredients, aligned with Ayurveda and nature, make you feel light when you eat them!

Meet our ingredients


      


      
    

    
    
  










  
    

    

    
      
      
        
     
          You may have seen us before!

     

     
          See more
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               “..poised to shake up the US culinary landscape”
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               “..One of the best souvenirs from New York City”
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               “..emphasize the health benefits of dark chocolate and make sweets free of refined
                    sugar, as
                    a wholesome alternative to mass-market brands.”
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               “...chocolate bar perfect for gifting.”
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  Clean protein
 I enjoyed sampling this clean protein powder.  The samples allow me to transport during travel and the taste is great.

 
 
   Jonathan H. 
   Protein Sampler Pack Special Offer (4 Servings) 
   04/10/2024 
 
 
    
  Rose Cardamom Tea Biscuits
 Nice, delicate rose bouquet hits the nose when you open this tin. The biscuit is tender;  the cardamom and chocolate are perfectly matched. Packaging works well, no biscuits were broken during shipping and they arrived very fresh. Looking forward to your next biscuit creation.

 
 
   beth h. 
   Rose Cardamom Tea Biscuits 
   04/08/2024 
 
 
    
  Delicious chocolate
 Assorted box of chocolates I received are a wonderful clean taste when I need to satisfy my craving for chocolate. And made with healthy natural ingredients!

 
 
   Janet J. 
   The Classic Collection 
   04/06/2024 
 
 
    
  Deliciousness!
 If you're looking for a good boost in your protein, try this! The ingredients are clean and plant-based, and it has 18 grams of protein! I tried various protein powders, and this one, by far, is a plus! It feels like you're cheating because it's that good!

 
 
   SusanV 
   Protein Sampler Pack Special Offer (4 Servings) 
   04/05/2024 
 
 
    
  
 The best chocolate I’ve ever eaten!

 
 
   Tamar k. 
   The Classic Collection 
   04/05/2024 
 
 
    
  Gift for friend
 I got this as a gift for my friend who is very careful about ingredients and sugar. I think she and her family will enjoy without worries

 
 
   Niki T. 
   The Classic Collection 
   04/04/2024 
 
 
    
  
 I savor these for months, but I must admit that I am addicted to this stuff.

 
 
   Cyndi 
   Hot Chocolate Sampler Special Offer (36 servings) 
   04/04/2024 
 
 
    
  
 I really love this chocolate! It's everything I want in food and nothing I don't want in my food.

 
 
   Cyndi 
   Guilt-Free Chocolate Collection - Special Offer 
   04/04/2024 
 
 
    
  Beautiful Gift!
 Purchased this as a Ramadan gift for my friend - the box is so beautiful. It made for a tasteful and charming gift, she loved it!

 
 
   M. 
   Artisan Collection Gift Box 
   04/03/2024 
 
 
    
  Try it now!
 I have tried a lot of protein powders I mean a lot 💆🏼♀️.  And this is the first one I can truly say it’s yummy not just tolerable, but yummy where most protein powders are tolerable. And usually all vanilla protein powders taste like chemicals this one just tastes good.

 
 
   Amber H. 
   Protein Sampler Pack Special Offer (4 Servings) 
   04/03/2024 
 
 
    
  mmmm Good
 Just tried the chocolate.  It is really good.  No I don't know how to describe it., sort of a gritty taste.  THIS DOESN'T HAVE THAT  It  is really good.  Tried it with water, okay, then added a tspoon almond butter to make it almond milk, verry good.

 
 
   Janet C. 
   Protein Sampler Pack Special Offer (4 Servings) 
   04/01/2024 
 
 
    
  Chalky
 Not for me unfortunately. The chocolate flavor was pleasant and not too sweet but there was a chalky aftertaste

 
 
   M V. 
   Protein Sampler Pack Special Offer (4 Servings) 
   04/01/2024 
 
 
    
  
 I don’t like the taste

 
 
   Karen L. 
   Protein Variety 3-Pack (42 Servings) 
   03/30/2024 
 
 
    
  Yummy
 I’ve only had time to try one… I had the vanilla it kind of had a really invigorating spice to it! I’m excited to try my other packet of the chocolate. And I’ve already shared your product with other friends as well.

 
 
   Naomi G. 
   Protein Sampler Pack Special Offer (4 Servings) 
   03/29/2024 
 
 
    
  
 The perfect balance of taste and texture. Thank you. Delicious for serving afternoon tea.

 
 
   Wendy 
   Rose Cardamom Tea Biscuits 
   03/28/2024 
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 If you're looking for a good boost in your protein, try this! The ingredients are clean and plant-based, and it has 18 grams of protein! I tried various protein powders, and this one, by far, is a plus! It feels like you're cheating because it's that good!
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  Gift for friend
 I got this as a gift for my friend who is very careful about ingredients and sugar. I think she and her family will enjoy without worries
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 Purchased this as a Ramadan gift for my friend - the box is so beautiful. It made for a tasteful and charming gift, she loved it!
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  Try it now!
 I have tried a lot of protein powders I mean a lot 💆🏼♀️.  And this is the first one I can truly say it’s yummy not just tolerable, but yummy where most protein powders are tolerable. And usually all vanilla protein powders taste like chemicals this one just tastes good.
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  mmmm Good
 Just tried the chocolate.  It is really good.  No I don't know how to describe it., sort of a gritty taste.  THIS DOESN'T HAVE THAT  It  is really good.  Tried it with water, okay, then added a tspoon almond butter to make it almond milk, verry good.
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                  Excellent Quality/Delicious Flavors

                  These chocolates deliver on both flavor and quality. I can feel good about indulging myself!
                

                
                  Michele Ryder  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  amazing gift!!

                  i also purchased this gift set due to pandemic situation. i got this for my friend's birthday. shipment arrived quick. my friend shared photos with me telling me how she loved the packaging and that it was well-wrapped. she also loved all the items that came with it, including the gift box which she will be re-using :)
                

                
                  cynthia  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best Chocolate... Elements Truffles

                  Our favorite healthy treat and chocolates... the BEST!! Great company and products. Best quality, ingredients, taste, and packaging. Very Favorite! We LOVE every Elements product we've tried!!
                

                
                  Angela C  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Fantastic! Luscious chocolate and LOVE the Coco Fuel nibs!

                  The chocolate is lusciously dark and velvety smooth... The added flavors come through nicely...but never overpower the deep cacao falor!
                

                
                  michael rose  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  

                  I was very surprised how fast the order was filled. It was for a good friend who just had an operation. Needless to say, it arrived just in time to assist in a full recovery!! Thank you.
                

                
                  Francis Hopkins  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best Chocolate Experience Ever

                  Every bar in the sampler kit outdid the previous bar. Can’t wait to order my next treats. Nirvana has arrived.
                

                
                  Mari  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best Chocolate Bars Ever

                  I have tried so many different kinds of chocolate. I am allergic/sensitive to most of them. Whether it be the process, or the tiniest bit of cane sugar.. my body hates chocolate. But my brain loves it! I tried the sampler pack from Elements Truffles, and I was shocked! Was even worried about the honey.. but my body loved every bit. For the first time in forever, I was able to enjoy chocolate. Hope to get another sampler pack one day. :)
                

                
                  Julia Spiegel  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing Dark chocolates

                  We ordered it as a gift and our friend loves your dark chocolate. He said, as much as the chocolate I’m also impressed by the burlap packing that I do not want to throw the box away!
                

                
                  Sreevidya Balasubramanian  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious!!!!

                  This is the first time I’ve had this chocolate. It’s very different from other chocolate I’ve had but after my first try I was sold. I love it and especially the ginger/pepper bar! This one is my favourite!!! But they are all delicious! Thank you!
                

                
                  Linda Frizzell  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  5 stars - every time

                  I just got my order and it came with a great wrap against heat+ icepack inside. I wanted to thank you for giving us extra care with every delicious order 
                

                
                  Danna  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Beautiful. Deeply satisfying.

                  Very special chocolate - recipient could do a whole unboxing video! From first being wowed by just how much chocolate and the variety for the price... to then seeing each piece, uniquely, beautifully presented - the feel of the luxe wrappings, the curious touches like little buttons, the whole experience of unwrapping each piece. Surprise after surprise. Next, dainty carvings appear on the bars and truffles. The texture is smooth, melt-in-your-mouth no matter how dark the chocolate. This is special stuff. My 5 year old loved every flavor he tried, no matter how sophisticated - lemon, turmeric, rose - he loved it all. I loved the enclosed story and felt the mission was true and also felt the love and good vibes that went into its creation before, during and after eating it. This is feel-good chocolate. It's a special experience and one you'll want to share - perfect for gifting. Thank you to the creators for bringing forth something beautiful and unique to delight so many senses.
                

                
                  Sarah Glassman  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  everything and more

                  I couldn't be happier. What could be better than a box full of chocolate treats. Thank you thank you thank you.
                

                
                  Selena Gerace  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Medicine for the mind & body

                  Cacao is amazing!! Paired with turmeric! So awesome.
Asking my local co-ops to start carrying this stuff!
Wonderful packaging and very rare that it doesn’t have sugar!! Love it.
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                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Chocolate sample

                  The chocolate bars are of a different variety. Some flavors I've never tried before (lavender mint was really good). I really liked the hot chocolate. I haven't gotten through all of the flavors yet, but the chocolate is delicious and the bars itself are very pretty.
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                  Incredible flavors!

                  I have to be honest, I didn't have very high expectations being that this bar had no refined sugar or dairy. Boy was I surprised! The flavors really impressed me. I'm so glad I got the sampler pack because I ended up liking flavors that I never would have tried, like the Ginger-Black Pepper. My favorite is the Orange Quinoa. Who thought these up?? Not only will I buy more of this chocolate for myself, but they're going to be my new go-to gift. If they can arrive in Florida in the summer without melting, I think I'm safe to have them shipped anywhere.
                

                
                  Barbara Ingram  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  

                  Lovely product packaging and nice flavor combinations. I’m happy to have found a honey based chovolate
                

                
                  Zo Guthrie  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  SO GOOD!

                  I've only eaten the lemon coconut bar so far but WOW! I'd recently ordered bars from another specialty manufacturer and was really disappointed. VERY happy with Element and will order again.
                

                
                  CMH  
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                  The Best All-natural Chocolates … ever!

                  Our kids love Elements Truffles and these are the only chocolates we would give them. These chocolates are delicious and all of us love them! We love that they don't contain processed chemicals and refined sugars. Highly recommend them to everyone :)
                

                
                  Dr. Ajay Tejasvi  
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                  Delicious!

                  These chocolates are so smooth, so fragrant, with such unique flavors. I don’t know how they do it!
                

                
                  Melissa Weiler Gerber  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Sampler Pack

                  Wow, what a product! Delicious! And love the philosophy of the company!
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                  So delicious!

                  I loved this box of truffles! They were delicious and the perfect gift!
                

                
                  Natalie  
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                  Unique and delicious!

                  Really good quality chocolate bars in unique flavors. Added herbs/spices do not take away from the cocoa flavor but compliments and adds a unique flavor profile. Highly recommend!
                

                
                  Melissa Dobson  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Feel Good

                  These chocolates are phenomenal. They are an experience from the beautiful stitched packaging, to the aroma, the melt in your mouth sensation tingled with flavor. I will be buying again!!
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                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing chocolate - great for a gift!

                  My family is having so much fun with this sampler pack. Every night, we choose a different bar – something to complement our dinner – and break it into pieces and sample it. Everyone is having fun learning about the Aer Vedic principles behind the ingredients, and the chocolate is absolutely delicious. Even better, it is dairy free for my partner, who is lactose intolerant. The texture is a bit different from conventional chocolate. But it is really very tasty.
I wish it was sold near me in a shop, since it would be convenient to pick up a new bar that way, now and then. The sampler pack is really better suited as a gift, in my opinion.
We haven’t gotten to try the cocoa nibs or the hot chocolate yet, but looking forward to it!
                

                
                  Jennifer Schwartz  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Elements Sampler

                  This sampler is lovely - a great way to sample a number of products. I LOVE Elements Truffles - not only are the chocolate products amazing, but the company itself is one I can be proud of supporting. They make their products with such care, and also support an educational initiative for underprivileged children. They're also produced locally from me! What's not to love?
                

                
                  Maria Abada  
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                  Delish!

                  Great quality, unique flavors, and just the right amount sweetness from the raw honey!
                

                
                  Melissa Dobson  
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                  Not Enough Stars💫💫💫💫💫💫💫💫💫💫💫💫💫

                  I'm so happy I stumbled upon Elements Truffles, I don't know what I love more the chocolate or the Company behind the chocolate. Here Here🥂 to raising the vibration of the products but something I didn't know at first was that 25% of the profits of my purchase goes to www.careforchildren.org ... And Here Here 🥂 to Elements Truffles for caring..may blessings come your way.
I should mention that not only did they politely listen to my concern when I contacted them they also gave me a great idea on how to solve it and it gave me a new idea now on what I can do with the chocolate.
                

                
                  Donna  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Very yummy! Love the ingredients!

                  Very yummy, great ingredients!
                

                
                  Leia Furer  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Fantastic Chocolate Set

                  I’m allergic to dairy and miss good quality chocolate. I’ve tried numerous vegan chocolate brands but none of them have had the right texture and creaminess except for these Elements chocolates. Literally the best vegan chocolate I’ve ever had. Melt in your mouth delicious with perfect amount of sweetness! LOVE!
                

                
                  Drea Abshire  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Wow amazing, truly LESS > more

                  So special, all the flavors were enchanting! My partner felt finicky about them at first glance, after trying them. HE LOVES THEM! Some of the more unique flavors were his favorites.
                

                
                  Marie Kowalski  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Excellent chocolates

                  I gifted the chocolates to my classmates who graduated from yoga teacher training with me. They made the perfect gifts, and we all thought the chocolate was delicious. Highly recommend!
                

                
                  Katrina C  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Beautiful

                  Arrived in perfect condition. Packaging is beautiful and chocolate is divine!
                

                
                  Romy Parscale  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  So good

                  I wasn't sure what to expect, but boy is it delicious. I will absolutely be trying more flavors and ordering more!
                

                
                  Christa Nash  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious chocolate

                  Delicious chocolate, I have tried many brands but this by far is my favorite!
                

                
                  Tatiana Sukhareva  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  The best chocolate ever!

                  This chocolate is the best! The richness and the flavors are so yummy! And the service is the best!
                

                
                  Lorraine Kweskin  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  

                  I love your chocolate. I order it every month. Just some feedback - there wasn’t a card, note or anything saying Happy Fathers Day when I sent a gift to my dad last week. He had to call to find out who it was from.

Love your chocolate so much!! I don’t eat white sugar and was so happy to discover your chocolate sweetened with honey.
                

                
                  Allison Orenstein  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Love!!

                  Chocolate tastes amazing. Love the flavor combinations and the QUALITY. And I can’t get enough of the packaging! I want to keep it all!
                

                
                  Cammy  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Fathers Day Gift a Success!

                  My dad absolutely loved these chocolates and can’t wait to try them all! It was fun wrapping each set separately, to reveal the beautiful packaging one by one. Will definitely order a gift box again!
                

                
                  Sasha Bershadsky  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious!

                  My husband and I have thoroughly enjoyed our bars. They are much creamier and smoother than any other bar I've tried. The sweetness is just right, and not over powering like most bars. The taste it leaves in your mouth is divine. The orange quinoa is my favorite so far. The only thing I don't like about them is that it's difficult to break off pieces that are similarly sized, I'd prefer that they used a mold that had indentions to make sharing and portion control easier.
                

                
                  Jenn  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing!

                  I ordered a sample box and a box of truffles. These chocolates are amazing! I love that they contain raw, natural ingredients and sweetened only with local honey. Each one has a unique flavor and health benefits. I would definitely recommend them to anyone who loves chocolate!
                

                
                  Karen S  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  They are all wonderful!

                  I love them all! The texture, the taste, the ingredients!!! I am in love with these chocolates!
                

                
                  Elas  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Outstanding!

                  I'll be honest - I had low expectations ordering from a sponsored ad on instagram, but I have been so impressed! The orange sample was the first I tried - the quinoa crunch was the perfect touch and orange essential oil gave it just enough flavor. The maple toffee was so good I think I might need to create the toffee part at home! And I just polished off the ginger and black pepper bar - so, so creamy. These have all impressed me.
                

                
                  Brianna  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Awesome

                  The chocolates are very delicious! I love everything that came with my purchase.
                

                
                  Brittany Jackson  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  I texted my friends about how I just had the best chocolate. not exaggerating

                  Got an instagram ad with a 50% off new customer coupon and chocolate is so yummy, why not. I'm also a connoisseur aka chocolate fiend and this is seriously really darn good chocolate. Can't wait to finish my current set and buy more. Give it a try, you'll definitely love it. I agree with the review below - some of the best chocolate I've ever had and I've been to many European countries known for premium chocolate.
                

                
                  Joanna Young  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  WOW! I feel divine!

                  If you’re hesitating or not sure about purchasing these one-of-a-kind Ayurveda chocolates, please by all means do try them. I’m a VERY PICKY person when it comes to CHOCOLATE. I only eat dark chocolate. These chocolates are absolutely divine and delicious. Stop thinking and try it. It’s like heaven on earth. Each flavor is unique and you can choose to eat according to your mood. I’m an Ayurvedic Health Coach so I know the ingredients too well. These chocolates plus their powders are pure delight. I indulge in chocolate meditation with Mantras. All worth it. 100 percent made with compassion and kindness. Namaste.
                

                
                  Mayuri  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best chocolate ever

                  Love the chocolate love the company. Even melts well. Biggest fan!!!!
                

                
                  Luray Tobar  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  yumminess

                  I am a chocoholic and saw the site for Elements Truffles and thought why not try it? I got the Elements Sampler. I haven't tried everything yet but OMG the ones that I have tried are absolutely yummy!
                

                
                  Melissa Ramsay  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best Chocolates ever

                  I had to hide them from my kids and the best part is no refined sugar and they taste so yummy. I especially loved the touch of ginger and coconut.
                

                
                  Priya Prasad  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  100% Nirvana

                  In love with these delicacies!!
                

                
                  Neha Jain  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Guilt free binging

                  Absolutely loved Rose & Cardamom, maple moringa, orange...
                

                
                  Sup  
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                  The best cacao makes the best chocolate

                  These chocolates are amazing, they melted in your mouth. I think it is because the cacao that Elements Truffles use is from Ecuador (the best cacao in the world)
                

                
                  Ana Benitez  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  NOT bitter dark chocolate!

                  All the chocolate was very smooth and rich-feeling and flavorful without being bitter. Orange Quinoa with Turmeric, Black Lava Salt with Turmeric, and Maple Toffee with Moringa
                

                
                  Kenzie  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Good stuff!

                  Tried something new and I’m glad I did. Tasty!
                

                
                  Shon  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  In Love

                  I had been wanting to give up simple sugars for a while for my health, but I was struggling because I couldn't find anything for my sweet tooth that was sweetened with Honey and then I came across Elements Truffles! I Love these chocolates so much! They're so yummy! They're all dark chocolate so expect that strong cacao taste with a sweet twist. I am now a loyal fan! I can taste the love in these chocolates.
                

                
                  Claudia P.  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  I love this stuff 💗

                  I mix a heaping tablespoon with some milk, and put it in the blender. Then I mix with strong coffee. Amazing 😋
                

                
                  Kimberlie  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Simply Delightful!

                  This is straight from our kids - “It is so yummy and love the almonds and raisins spread throughout the chocolate bar.”
                

                
                  Dr. Ajay Tejasvi  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  The best

                  Hot fun of chocolate but this is the best one ever
                

                
                  Vesna Josic Janicijevic  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Heavenly!!!

                  Rose with Cardamom is my absolute favorite chocolate from your selection. I had been given it as a gift and had never tasted anything like it. I use rose water spray myself and also use cardamom in desserts so I was intrigued to try it. I absolutely LOVED the taste -- very unique and unusual. Quite a luscious treat. I savored every bite and cut small pieces each day so it would last. And so I ended up ordering some for myself and to give as gifts as well. I am sure I will order more. Thank you for creating such a delicious product. And one that is so healthy as well. As a follower of Ayurveda I am especially grateful to have discovered your company. Namaste!
                

                
                  Jeanrose  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing

                  Delicious and healthy! Will be a return customer, for sure!
                

                
                  Debra Smith  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
            

        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Wonderful chocolates !!!

                  I have never tried good chocolates without preservatives and sugars with a perfect combination of flavors and healthy additives.
                

                
                  Sevda Konareva  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  OMG...beautiful assortment

                  I love all the flavor names! Beautiful packaging...suitable for gifts with just adding a bow or ribbon. Well packaged for the warm weather. Thanks so much ❤️
                

                
                  Robin Brawn  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best indulgence. EVER.

                  If you are trying to be healthy this is the best indulgence -so satisfying and truly decadent.
                

                
                  Sara Asaly  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  So many flavors.....all so yummy!!!!

                  Great mouth-feel and a not too sweet deep chocolate flavor. Love love love the lemon nibs!
                

                
                  dEse Simmons  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious!

                  I read the reviews before purchasing, but still was surprised at how tasty these bars are. I haven't come close to trying them all, but everything I have tried so far has been divine.
                

                
                  Charlotte  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  The most delicious chocolates I’ve ever eaten!

                  Silky interesting sublime!
                

                
                  Elisabeth Robinson  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Love your chocolates

                  I feel less guilty eating your chocolates because they have healthy ingredients and taste delicious 🤤
                

                
                  Pam Robbin  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Lavender/Peppermint dark chocolate

                  My daughter loves these
                

                
                  Leslie Broude  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Balanced flavor and pleasing texture

                  Very nice and balanced flavor. Smooth rich texture. Personally, I would like to see the chocolate wrapped in the paper/foil wrapper, as this is more classy than the new sealed plastic style inner wrapper.
                

                
                  lemon james  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Good quality

                  Its a great flavor and it shipped relatively quickly.
                

                
                  Daria Reifel  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious!!

                  They smell heavenly and taste delicious!! Couldn’t be more pleased and I will definitely order from you again!
                

                
                  Shon  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Yummy, life supporting chocolate

                  Elements rocks!! Wholesome sweetness
                

                
                  Bambi Sivaramakrishnan  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing!

                  These chocolates found me during my yoga teacher training and are the perfect compliment! Truly enjoy the thoughtfulness and elegance of these divine treats! Thank you for creating a sweet that resonates with mind, body, and soul 
                

                
                  Shannon Legere  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Heavenly!

                  They are so rich and the flavors are all so delicious!
                

                
                  Paulina Rodriguez  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing

                  I eat a lot of chocolate and am constantly trying different brands around the world. I didn't expect much from Elements Truffles but they blew me away. Unique flavors, fresh-tasting bars, just a great product overall.
                

                
                  AS  
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                  Awesome

                  Love the bars.. Healthy, smooth, delicious...flavors on point...Can't stop yourself after every bite..😜Love Love Love it...
                

                
                  Nilu  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing Unique Vegan Chocolate!

                  I love how this chocolate is vegan first off, then on top of that the unique flavors are amazing! I LOVE the Rose and Cardamom! Sooo good and comforting, just need to break off a little bit each night to satisfy my chocolate cravings! Then on top of all of that!... part of the proceeds goes to charity! You cannot beat the price and quality for 3 bars! Great for gifts too! I gifted two of them to friends put them in their bday gift bags and kept one for myself. Will be purchasing again!
                

                
                  Camille Reicherter  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Excellent!

                  The packaging is beautiful! Once opened, the bar looks amazing and the taste is pure joy. I am so happy I treated myself to this exquisite treat. It is so hard to find vegan chocolate that is worth it. And this is, hands down
                

                
                  Sarah L.  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious!

                  This chocolate bar is so so good! The honey is rich and sweetens it just right!
                

                
                  kimberly  
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                  A class of its own

                  These chocolates are on another level when it comes to clean ingredients as well as taste. The flavor combinations are creative and functional.
                

                
                  Bryan D  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazed

                  Don’t think I can ever get over this chocolate and love that I can gift them and know that others will enjoy them as much! Such a treat!!
                

                
                  Nora  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Messy when delivered. Sent email to you regarding this

                  I wanted to let you know you packaging opened in transit and really made a mess of my floor and the chocolates. Hope to clean them up for gifts. Glad it’s sustainable but maybe needs some durability.
                

                
                  Gerri Myers  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious!

                  i enjoyed my sea salt infused- with -turmeric chocolate. The others are on their way as gifts, but I’m sure they will be enjoyed as well
                

                
                  Barbara Vangsness  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  So good!

                  Love this chocolate so much! You can tell how much love goes into making it
                

                
                  Nicole Sannes  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing yumminess

                  So so good. Rich chocolate. So decadent.
                

                
                  Laura Valdes  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Wow 😮 Wow

                  Firstly, the wrapping and care that’s put into the packaging for the product is amazing. The packaging looks like it’s hand crafted and special. I tried the orange infused with Turkic and that was phenomenal. It’s just the right blend of orange. I’m looking forward to trying all the other ones. It’s also so nice to be able to have chocolate that has natural occurring sugars (honey). I stopped eating anything with added highly processed sugars and artificial sweeteners and gosh I’ve missed all the yummy desserts. Well, I don’t have to miss any of that anymore with this artisanal chocolate.
                

                
                  Melissa Ross  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Love this chocolate!

                  I will definitely buy these chocolate bars again. I was skeptical because they were on an Instagram ad, but I’m so happy I took the plunge. I’m not a big sweet person, so I love how they just use honey. They are just right! I’m completely satisfied with my purchase. The packaging of the bars are so nice too! Shipping was quick all the way to Oahu and they arrived unmelted.
                

                
                  Lisa Reynard  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  cacao heaven!

                  Honestly love love love all the chocolates from the sampler pack!the packaging is perfect and love the use of simple but strong powerhouse ingredients! Cacao thats good for the soul 
                

                
                  Katrina Ocampo  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious, simple chocolate combos

                  We have not dug deep into our sampler pack as a family yet but love the simplicity of ingredients and flavor combos we have seen. We had one bar so far and it was perfect with one person in the household who has food reactivities.
                

                
                  Kia Ruiz  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  What A Delight

                  Definitely peace and happiness in every bite! From the presentation of the box to each little square morsel, the love was felt. ❤️
                

                
                  Heli  
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                  So tasty!!

                  I never heard of this company, but I think I saw an ad on Instagram. I ordered the sampler pack and could not be happier with their products. The packaging is killer and the tastes are so unique. The bars themselves are more Cocoa Butter tasting, which is nice, as it makes them not too sweet or too bitter. I think I will be ordering these chocolates as thank you gifts to my clients!! I highly recommend checking them out!! Treat Yo' Self!
                

                
                  J.Hilton  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  It was a gift for someone...

                  ...so I haven't tried them myself. It was a thank you present, and think they enjoyed receiving :) !!
                

                
                  Joanna Jardine  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Excellence

                  Delicious, artfully made chocolate that gives a delightful experience
                

                
                  Kira Groves  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Gorgeous gift!!

                  I had to mail my mom a gift this year because I couldn’t go see her due to the ongoing Pandemic situation. So I mailed this gift set to her not having ever actually seen it in person. I was not disappointed!! My mom LOVED everything about it, the quality of ingredients, down to how beautifully everything was packaged. So so happy that I took a chance on this!! Very satisfied. Will be ordering again in the future.
                

                
                  Amanda  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  The only chocolate I eat!

                  I’m so grateful to have discovered Elements Truffles. The quality is unsurpassed. You can taste the integrity and artistry that goes into their chocolates with every bite.
                

                
                  Julie Lowe  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing chocolates

                  I got almost all that Elements Truffles has to offer as a gift. Love the vegan and special touch of healthy ayurvedic chocolates they make. The classic collection in my order melted a little due to hot humid weather, maybe if they can add temperature control in the packaging would be wonderful. Otherwise highly recommend. Love them.
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                  Surprise!

                  Wow, I’m totally in love with Elements Truffles. Especially love the packing, environmental-friendly and beautiful! I tried one flavor, it tastes really rich with the right amount of sweetness. Plus plus, healthy! No guilty over chocolate anymore :)
                

                
                  Nina Wei  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Love chocolate

                  They were a Mothers Day gift and I love them! Thank you for making chocolates that are delicious and good for you!
                

                
                  Chuck Robbin  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Premium quality! 10/10

                  Love the flavors!! Delicious treats that are safe to eat, free of chemicals. Totally recommend these to anyone looking for tasty, clean, fair-trade Dark Chocolates!
                

                
                  Shradha  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Customers Loved This!!!!

                  Our customers loved this gift box! The packaging was beautiful and they were amazed with the unique flavors. The service was incredibly fast and we were informed at each step of the way! Thank you for everything!!!
                

                
                  New Jersey Lady  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Chocolate

                  Awesome flavor super smooth, really great texture
Really pleased with the flavors over tried so far, highly recommend, 🤗
                

                
                  Jamo  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  BEST CHOCOLATE EVER

                  This hint of spice makes it perfect! Ordering another batch now !
                

                
                  Abigail Dejesus  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Enjoying all flavors

                  Nicely done
                

                
                  Sharon Parr  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  

                  Absolutely some of the most delicious chocolate, and I am picky about chocolate! It’s a beautiful experience, from the artful packaging, to the delightful and surprising flavors.
                

                
                  Jordana Saunders  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Mom loved the gift!

                  Th Calypso Gift Box was an absolutely perfect gift for my mom who is very careful about her indulgence in chocolate and sugar, and loves her Ayurveda herbs. I love that Element Truffles is unique and combines these two beautiful things so that my mom can enjoy her chocolate and health! She loves the quality of the melt-in-your-mouth chocolate. Thank you!
                

                
                  Maral Mouradian  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Lovely gift

                  These truffles are delightful. It’s clear that so much intention went into every aspect from product to packaging.
                

                
                  Jen  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Simply the Best!

                  Where do I begin?? The range of flavors, the clean ingredients, the love that goes into the making of these truffles is simply the best! These are our go to sweets - the only chocolates we give our children - because they are free from refined sugars. Our kids really love the hot cocoa as well :) but that’s another review. You’ve gotta try these amazing chocolates.
                

                
                  Ajay Tejasvi  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Love it!

                  This drinking chocolate mix is very flavorful. I've made cups of hot coco and more often, include a teaspoon or so in my coffee. There isn't a lot of sugar so it's the perfect treat. My order arrived timely with no problems.
                

                
                  BoulderBella  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best chocolate ever

                  I’ve tried a million different chocolates but this one definitely is the best one. Pure raw chocolate with natural adding . You’ll never want to eat a cheap chocolate again
                

                
                  Anastasiya Verenich  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Little Bites of Happiness!

                  These are fantastic! The flavors are so bright and even though it's quite tempting to sit down and make a meal of these little bites, a couple are satisfying. I love that they are grounded in Ayurvedic tradition and that they are dairy free and responsibly sourced. Thank you for putting so much time and energy into this company!
                

                
                  Shanyn Doan  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Great Mother’s Day Gift

                  My mother really enjoyed her gift and found the chocolate to be high quality. The chocolate was shipped with ice packs in the box and with the individual chocolate so nothing melted in transit. My mother enjoyed reading about the vata, pitta, and kapha balance in the individual bars. My brother, who also tasted the chocolate, though it was a little grainy, but overall enjoyed it. My mother hasn’t tried the hot chocolate yet, but is excited to do so
                

                
                  Emily  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Beautiful & Nutricious

                  Beautiful packaging and delicious melt in your mouth chocolates 
                

                
                  Natalie Conneely  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Beautiful and Delicious

                  So impressed with the quality of the bars, the packaging is delightful - really appreciate the beauty and thought which has gone into these creations and they are delicious
                

                
                  Elspeth Mcatee  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Love it!

                  I ordered 4 bars from the collection that arrived very quickly in spite of the country being in lock down. While I have only tried the Rose & Cardamom so far, I had to write a review to let you know how much I liked the chocolate. True to your philosophy of Ayurveda, every bit of the chocolate tasted and smelt like zen. I have never tasted anything like this before. This is by-far the best tasting chocolate I've tasted that does not have dairy in it.
                

                
                  Shilpa  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Elements Truffles

                  Love love love!!
                

                
                  Sharon Gernady  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious Hot Chocolate!

                  I was pleasantly surprised as I didn't follow the instructions but boiled water as I usually do for tea and added a tablespoon with a splash of cashew milk. It was delicious!! Smooth and creamy and yummy! My girls enjoyed it too! I will definitely order again once my stash is finished. Provides much needed comfort while following stay at home orders!
                

                
                  Elena  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Sweet!

                  Your chocolate is so unique! Love this multipack to share and brighten my friends day with your wonderful chocolate!
                

                
                  Jenny  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  

                  Absolutely delicious and satisfying.
                

                
                  Konstanze Hickey  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best chocolate treat ever!

                  We love this hot chocolate mix, and add it to about every sort of hot milk drink we make.
                

                
                  Mary  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
            

        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing!

                  These chocolates are rich and delicious in every way! I love the interesting combinations of flavors and the ingredients with none of the terrible things in other chocolates are amazing. These chocolates are such a wonderful treat and I feel like a goddess eating them :)
                

                
                  Andrea A  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Superb Quality

                  Fresh chocolaty goodness
                

                
                  Alasha Woods  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious!

                  I do not consider myself to be a big fan of chocolate, however, since receiving a bar of Elements as a gift, I've been eager to try more of the brand's confections. While I prefer the original line (orange + crunchy quinoia and turmeric + sea salt in particular) , The Rasā Collection did NOT disappoint. Treat yourself to some spiced delights.
                

                
                  Allyson  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Heavenly!

                  By far the best chocolates I’ve had. The best!!!!
                

                
                  Nitisha Bishnoi  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Gourmet chocolate you can feel good about

                  I love the unique flavors from Elements Truffles- but I most appreciate that the bars are dairy free, Fair Trade, and that 25% of profits go to www.careforchildren.org. I choose to support companies based on their ethical standards, and Elements Truffles chocolates fit the bill. Not only that, but the packaging is gorgeous and there is artwork on the chocolate bars themselves! Perfect for gifts.
                

                
                  Heidi lynch  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best chocolate there is!

                  I first tried the Rose with Cardamom Chocolate bar recently when I saw it in a natural health food store, and I loved it! Later on, My family and I decided to order the Calypso gift box so we can try the hot chocolates and other chocolate bars. They are all so delicious, light, and beautifully crafted. My mother is picky when it comes to chocolate, and she LOVED these! Best chocolates there is, and the best customer service I have ever experienced.
                

                
                  Angelique  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  keep for yourself or give as a gift (but really keep for yourself)

                  I bought the bundle as a healthy Valentines gift for myself and I have so enjoyed it. I gave a turmeric chocolate bar to a friend as i needed a last minute gift. I was worried at first that everything would taste like turmeric. I was utterly surprised that it did not. I put the hot chocolate powder into my bulletproof coffee and have even melted it into fat bombs. Nothing was overly sweet and I love the product!
                

                
                  Smith-breidel  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Melt in your mouth magic

                  'Melt in your mouth magic' - Really! Follow the instructions on how to consume these truffles and your life will be forever changed. Best chocolate I have ever had! More than chocolate....it's an experience, a journey of taste to a better you.
                

                
                  Daniela Holban  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Excellent all around!

                  High quality chocolate and really lovely flavors.
                

                
                  Anna Corning  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  I love your chocolates.

                  I love your chocolates. My favorites are “ Rose infused with Cardamon “ and “ Ginger infused with Black Pepper.” The amazing part is 70% Cacao . No sugar. And are “Ayurveda Inspired.” Your chocolate reminds me of my great grandfather who used to harvest Cacao. All the chocolate flavors are amazing. And in a way it takes me back to see the Cacao plants every time I eat one of the yummy chocolates. And it’s vegan . Thank you for those amazing chocolates made with 70% Cacao.
                

                
                  Delfa Gonzalez  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  These chocolates are like velvet!

                  My favorite chocolates of all time! The best ingredients!! The raspberry beetroot tastes like velvet!! Love love love!!!
                

                
                  Angela  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Yummy!

                  Will add it to my yogurt and oatmeal🙂
                

                
                  Lili Grudzien  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Love these bars!

                  Elements chocolate has been my go to for getting me through during times when I have sworn off refined sugar. The sea salt tumeric is my favorite of the collection. The hint of sea salt gives it a almost buttery savory pop.
                

                
                  Victoria D  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Yummy 😋

                  The absolute best ! Even my husband agrees.
                

                
                  Mary Ann Phillips  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  My favorite hot chocolate in the WORLD!

                  I love Elements Truffles so much. As an Ayurvedic practitioner who loves chocolate, this is one I feel so good about drinking and sharing. Pure love, totally delicious, so easy to make, great price.
                

                
                  Talya Lutzker  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best chocolate ever

                  Makes me happy every time
                

                
                  Danna  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Yummy

                  Easy to order and free shipping. A wonderful, delicious treat!! Best chocokste💕
                

                
                  Amy Campagna  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  So delicious!

                  We enjoy our delicious Elements chocolates every day after dinner. It is so wonderful to know you are consuming something so delectable, yet so healthy too! Thank you for creating these handmade little jewels—and the wrapping is precious also! They make gorgeous gifts.
                

                
                  Cynthia Martin  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Great Tuffles

                  This chocolate is very fine indeed. A nice mix of flavors but they don't overpower the basic richness of the chocolate.
                

                
                  Francis Mattondo  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  AMAZING 😍

                  Any of their chocolates is just heaven in your mouth. If you are like me, sugar intolerant, then these chocolates are definitely for you!!! My favorite is raspberry with beetroot. Soooo good!!!
                

                
                  Lilie G  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  BEST TRUFFLE FLAVOR PROFILES

                  I have made and eaten truffles from all over the globe. Many have attempted these flavor combinations---all have fallen short of Elements. Your blending of botanicals and other fragrant additions, combined with the quality of the chocolate, make every truffle a perfect bite. The serving size is just perfect too.
                

                
                  Pam Rose  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Yipeee!

                  These products are tremendous: beautiful and yummy energetically, visual, tastefully! Thank you.
                

                
                  Brenda Villa  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  

                  Amazing, fantastic!!!!! Amazing taste of real and quality chocolate!Insure I'll buy again and again!!!
                

                
                  Krasimira Kuleva  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Chocoholics Rejoice!

                  Love it! Delicious, excellent product and beautifully packaged.
                

                
                  Ramona Gray  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Beautiful chocolates!

                  I am fully impressed with everything I ordered! I am looking forward to ordering more! Not only for myself but for gifts as well!
                

                
                  Jen Rietveld  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  So Yummy!

                  I’m ashamed to admit that I’ve pretty much eaten half a bar a day. Which isn’t good as it should be lasting me a lot longer, but its sooooo yummy I can’t resist it! New Addiction for sure. I used to eat Terry’s Orange Chocolate as a Kid, and I never found a healthy version until now. This is everything I wanted it to be and more!
                

                
                  Alex Black  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Real Raspberry Taste!

                  Raspberry is my favorite flavor of anything, and when I bit into this and tasted REAL raspberry flavor, I was in heaven. This is my favorite flavor so far! (well, maybe the orange quinoa gives it run for the money).
                

                
                  Barbara Ingram  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Favorite chocolates

                  My husband and I have a sharing ritual for chocolates. I made a point of telling him several times over that after all these years I finally have a favorite chocolate. The pure cocoa shines unlike other chocolate bars. The spices are fresh. The honey sweetens but it doesn't have a honey-forward flavor to overtake the other ingredients.
The cocoa nibs are delightful. The sweetness of the maple sugar plays a contrast to the pungent nib, and the flavor notes hit at different intervals, making one appreciate the difference. My daughter and I likened the experience to having chocolate covered coffee beans.
I'm excited to try the rest of the collection. I haven't had a disappointing or mediocre product yet, and we're halfway through the full product sampler.
                

                
                  Vanessa M.  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious!

                  I read the reviews before purchasing, but still was surprised at how tasty these bars are. I haven't come close to trying them all, but everything I have tried so far has been divine.
                

                
                  Charlotte  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  So many flavors.....all so yummy!!!!

                  Great mouth-feel and a not too sweet deep chocolate flavor. Love love love the lemon nibs!
                

                
                  dEse Simmons  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best indulgence. EVER.

                  If you are trying to be healthy this is the best indulgence -so satisfying and truly decadent.
                

                
                  Sara Asaly  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  OMG...beautiful assortment

                  I love all the flavor names! Beautiful packaging...suitable for gifts with just adding a bow or ribbon. Well packaged for the warm weather. Thanks so much ❤️
                

                
                  Robin Brawn  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Wonderful chocolates !!!

                  I have never tried good chocolates without preservatives and sugars with a perfect combination of flavors and healthy additives.
                

                
                  Sevda Konareva  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing

                  Delicious and healthy! Will be a return customer, for sure!
                

                
                  Debra Smith  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Heavenly!!!

                  Rose with Cardamom is my absolute favorite chocolate from your selection. I had been given it as a gift and had never tasted anything like it. I use rose water spray myself and also use cardamom in desserts so I was intrigued to try it. I absolutely LOVED the taste -- very unique and unusual. Quite a luscious treat. I savored every bite and cut small pieces each day so it would last. And so I ended up ordering some for myself and to give as gifts as well. I am sure I will order more. Thank you for creating such a delicious product. And one that is so healthy as well. As a follower of Ayurveda I am especially grateful to have discovered your company. Namaste!
                

                
                  Jeanrose  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  The best

                  Hot fun of chocolate but this is the best one ever
                

                
                  Vesna Josic Janicijevic  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Attention to detail

                  Absolutely love these chocolates! Everything is wrapped so beautifully, even the chocolates themselves are beautiful! It’s very obvious that a lot of care went into making these chocolates. For those of you who think no dairy and no gluten = no fun, think again. These bars taste heavenly! If you’re on the fence about some of the flavor combinations, I urge you to try them. The flavors compliment each other so well. I will definitely be a repeat customer.
                

                
                  Melissa Mitroshin  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing products

                  The packaging needs work. It must have gotten wet during the delivery route cause it got to me in pieces. Most of the items were secured safely in a sealed pouch but strangely they left some items out of the pouch and they were compromised. customer service was very kind and replaced the compromised items immidiately. But that being said. These are the greatest vegan chocolates of all times. Im absolutly giddy with the unique flavor combinations they have. Was the perfect gift.
                

                
                  Rebecca Haney  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Love Elements Truffles!

                  I received 11 different bars and have sampled about half of them...they are all fantastic! I love that there is so much thought, love and high quality ingredients that go into this chocolate. I will be giving as gifts soon!
                

                
                  Andrea P  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Oh My Goodness!

                  This is so delicious! I’m obsessed with your Orange flavoured chocolates. This Cinnamon Orange with Clove doesn’t disappoint. As equally enjoyable as your other Orange Quinoa one! Love it! Super delicious!
                

                
                  Alex Black  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Wonderful!

                  My husband and I love these truffles! Not only are they delicious but we love the time and care the company takes in making these truffles.
                

                
                  Jen Rietveld  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious Chocolate Treats Without The Guilt

                  Really interesting flavors, enticing aromas, beautiful to look at, and delicious chocolate. They taste exactly like you think they will. Arrived quickly and without damage.
                

                
                  Katherine Mayhugh  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Fantastastic! Wonderful combinations!

                  While I can not say I have taste all (because my family enjoyed half before me). What I did enjoy was the rich deep chocolate flavor, with added flavor ingancing ingredients! I love the 72% coco and low sugar combination for better flavor. (Echoed by the family!) I would definately recommend to a friend and/ or send as a gift.
                

                
                  DEB  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Loved everything about it

                  Taste, packaging was super hit at rakshabandhan gathering!!
                

                
                  Nicks  
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                  Still Waiting!!

                  It says my order was filled 7 days ago. I have yet to receive it. Hope it doesn't show up all melted. Its been really hot here!! Will update once I get my order! :)
                

                
                  Stephanie Parsons  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Phenomenal

                  I was hesitant about spending so much on a few bars of chocolate but I do not know that I've ever had chocolate this good before, even at 'chocolate' places. I'd gotten used to dark chocolate being this bitter creature that you have to get used to and that leaves your mouth dry after, where a hint of pleasant is all that's really available and it washes away when you wet your mouth with a little water. This chocolate changed that view entirely. I now have culinary hope for chocolate again. Thank you.
                

                
                  David  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Absolutely delicious

                  Can I please have more!! They are all very yummy and I LOVE that they are dairy free!!!
                

                
                  Customer  
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                  Loved the idea of the Honor Gift Box!

                  The Honor gift box was the best guiltless sweet gift for my husband of one year! We loved tasting the varied flavors of the divine chocolate bars, so beautifully packaged! It was the perfect way to honor our first anniversary!
                

                
                  Amodi Borkar  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious Pick Me Up!

                  These are absolutely delicious! They are the perfect pick me up! The flavors are on point and they make you feel great! They are a little pricey without the discount. As a result, I may get some here and there as a special treat. Especially the Rose and Cardamom!!
                

                
                  Morgan Yogini  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  

                  Amazing chocolate and customer service!
                

                
                  West  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  smooth and delicious

                  smooth and delicious
                

                
                  Tracey Banks  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Really Good

                  Really Good
                

                
                  Bernita McMullen  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best chocolate I’ve ever had

                  I discovered Element Truffles through a promotion on Facebook and never looked back. These are simply the best raw, organic and potent chocolate bars you will ever taste. I cannot say enough good things about them.
                

                
                  Melanie Frances  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Pretty Darn Good!

                  I have never been a huge fan of chocolate truffles. However, these are definitely the best ones I have ever had. I prefer the chocolate bars, but if you are a chocolate truffle lover, these will not disappoint!
                

                
                  Morgan Yogini  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Great gift!

                  We sent this as a birthday gift to a friend and she LOVED them. She appreciated the story behind the company just as much. Great find, highly recommended.
                

                
                  Ivan  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Chocoholic Sampler is great! Need to work on shipping.

                  I have tried all but the drinks and I can't wait. Everything is so creamy with distinct strong flavors. I never had dark chocolate so creamy. Very good. I think I like all of the flavors. The only thing was the shipping. The order went from NJ to Ohio and back to NJ and took 4 days. Why? The insulation of the package fell apart and made a mess all over the products and the ice pack had melted. Otherwise I am very happy.
                

                
                  K Holland  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Yummy and so much fun!

                  I purchased a sampler for my sister and myself. Every day we text each other which one we tried and how we could taste the flavors. It’s been a lot of fun and I think I may purchase a couple as a gift for other friends. Delicious chocolates with interesting flavors. Each bite is a new surprise! Enjoy it!

Great values and part of your money even goes to a great place! Enjoy each bite as you do something good for others in this world.
                

                
                  PS  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious

                  I loved the fun square shape of the truffles and they were absolutely delicious! Excellent!!!
                

                
                  Alona Harder  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
        
			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Very impressive

                  I have been very impressed so far from the shipping time, to the packaging and the quality of the chocolate- everything has been amazing. I haven't sampled all of the flavors yet, but have enjoyed all that I have tried so far! :)
                

                
                  Tessa Frantum  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	
		
  



	
		
  









 
  





  



       
        

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Excellent Quality/Delicious Flavors

                  These chocolates deliver on both flavor and quality. I can feel good about indulging myself!
                

                
                  Michele Ryder  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  amazing gift!!

                  i also purchased this gift set due to pandemic situation. i got this for my friend's birthday. shipment arrived quick. my friend shared photos with me telling me how she loved the packaging and that it was well-wrapped. she also loved all the items that came with it, including the gift box which she will be re-using :)
                

                
                  cynthia  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best Chocolate... Elements Truffles

                  Our favorite healthy treat and chocolates... the BEST!! Great company and products. Best quality, ingredients, taste, and packaging. Very Favorite! We LOVE every Elements product we've tried!!
                

                
                  Angela C  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Fantastic! Luscious chocolate and LOVE the Coco Fuel nibs!

                  The chocolate is lusciously dark and velvety smooth... The added flavors come through nicely...but never overpower the deep cacao falor!
                

                
                  michael rose  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  

                  I was very surprised how fast the order was filled. It was for a good friend who just had an operation. Needless to say, it arrived just in time to assist in a full recovery!! Thank you.
                

                
                  Francis Hopkins  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best Chocolate Experience Ever

                  Every bar in the sampler kit outdid the previous bar. Can’t wait to order my next treats. Nirvana has arrived.
                

                
                  Mari  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best Chocolate Bars Ever

                  I have tried so many different kinds of chocolate. I am allergic/sensitive to most of them. Whether it be the process, or the tiniest bit of cane sugar.. my body hates chocolate. But my brain loves it! I tried the sampler pack from Elements Truffles, and I was shocked! Was even worried about the honey.. but my body loved every bit. For the first time in forever, I was able to enjoy chocolate. Hope to get another sampler pack one day. :)
                

                
                  Julia Spiegel  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing Dark chocolates

                  We ordered it as a gift and our friend loves your dark chocolate. He said, as much as the chocolate I’m also impressed by the burlap packing that I do not want to throw the box away!
                

                
                  Sreevidya Balasubramanian  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious!!!!

                  This is the first time I’ve had this chocolate. It’s very different from other chocolate I’ve had but after my first try I was sold. I love it and especially the ginger/pepper bar! This one is my favourite!!! But they are all delicious! Thank you!
                

                
                  Linda Frizzell  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  5 stars - every time

                  I just got my order and it came with a great wrap against heat+ icepack inside. I wanted to thank you for giving us extra care with every delicious order 
                

                
                  Danna  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Beautiful. Deeply satisfying.

                  Very special chocolate - recipient could do a whole unboxing video! From first being wowed by just how much chocolate and the variety for the price... to then seeing each piece, uniquely, beautifully presented - the feel of the luxe wrappings, the curious touches like little buttons, the whole experience of unwrapping each piece. Surprise after surprise. Next, dainty carvings appear on the bars and truffles. The texture is smooth, melt-in-your-mouth no matter how dark the chocolate. This is special stuff. My 5 year old loved every flavor he tried, no matter how sophisticated - lemon, turmeric, rose - he loved it all. I loved the enclosed story and felt the mission was true and also felt the love and good vibes that went into its creation before, during and after eating it. This is feel-good chocolate. It's a special experience and one you'll want to share - perfect for gifting. Thank you to the creators for bringing forth something beautiful and unique to delight so many senses.
                

                
                  Sarah Glassman  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  everything and more

                  I couldn't be happier. What could be better than a box full of chocolate treats. Thank you thank you thank you.
                

                
                  Selena Gerace  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Medicine for the mind & body

                  Cacao is amazing!! Paired with turmeric! So awesome.
Asking my local co-ops to start carrying this stuff!
Wonderful packaging and very rare that it doesn’t have sugar!! Love it.
                

                
                  Julia Spiegel  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Chocolate sample

                  The chocolate bars are of a different variety. Some flavors I've never tried before (lavender mint was really good). I really liked the hot chocolate. I haven't gotten through all of the flavors yet, but the chocolate is delicious and the bars itself are very pretty.
                

                
                  Tobi Whitney  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Incredible flavors!

                  I have to be honest, I didn't have very high expectations being that this bar had no refined sugar or dairy. Boy was I surprised! The flavors really impressed me. I'm so glad I got the sampler pack because I ended up liking flavors that I never would have tried, like the Ginger-Black Pepper. My favorite is the Orange Quinoa. Who thought these up?? Not only will I buy more of this chocolate for myself, but they're going to be my new go-to gift. If they can arrive in Florida in the summer without melting, I think I'm safe to have them shipped anywhere.
                

                
                  Barbara Ingram  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  

                  Lovely product packaging and nice flavor combinations. I’m happy to have found a honey based chovolate
                

                
                  Zo Guthrie  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  SO GOOD!

                  I've only eaten the lemon coconut bar so far but WOW! I'd recently ordered bars from another specialty manufacturer and was really disappointed. VERY happy with Element and will order again.
                

                
                  CMH  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  The Best All-natural Chocolates … ever!

                  Our kids love Elements Truffles and these are the only chocolates we would give them. These chocolates are delicious and all of us love them! We love that they don't contain processed chemicals and refined sugars. Highly recommend them to everyone :)
                

                
                  Dr. Ajay Tejasvi  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious!

                  These chocolates are so smooth, so fragrant, with such unique flavors. I don’t know how they do it!
                

                
                  Melissa Weiler Gerber  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Sampler Pack

                  Wow, what a product! Delicious! And love the philosophy of the company!
                

                
                  Sarah Leidner  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  So delicious!

                  I loved this box of truffles! They were delicious and the perfect gift!
                

                
                  Natalie  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Unique and delicious!

                  Really good quality chocolate bars in unique flavors. Added herbs/spices do not take away from the cocoa flavor but compliments and adds a unique flavor profile. Highly recommend!
                

                
                  Melissa Dobson  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Feel Good

                  These chocolates are phenomenal. They are an experience from the beautiful stitched packaging, to the aroma, the melt in your mouth sensation tingled with flavor. I will be buying again!!
                

                
                  Megan Tupper  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing chocolate - great for a gift!

                  My family is having so much fun with this sampler pack. Every night, we choose a different bar – something to complement our dinner – and break it into pieces and sample it. Everyone is having fun learning about the Aer Vedic principles behind the ingredients, and the chocolate is absolutely delicious. Even better, it is dairy free for my partner, who is lactose intolerant. The texture is a bit different from conventional chocolate. But it is really very tasty.
I wish it was sold near me in a shop, since it would be convenient to pick up a new bar that way, now and then. The sampler pack is really better suited as a gift, in my opinion.
We haven’t gotten to try the cocoa nibs or the hot chocolate yet, but looking forward to it!
                

                
                  Jennifer Schwartz  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Elements Sampler

                  This sampler is lovely - a great way to sample a number of products. I LOVE Elements Truffles - not only are the chocolate products amazing, but the company itself is one I can be proud of supporting. They make their products with such care, and also support an educational initiative for underprivileged children. They're also produced locally from me! What's not to love?
                

                
                  Maria Abada  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delish!

                  Great quality, unique flavors, and just the right amount sweetness from the raw honey!
                

                
                  Melissa Dobson  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Not Enough Stars💫💫💫💫💫💫💫💫💫💫💫💫💫

                  I'm so happy I stumbled upon Elements Truffles, I don't know what I love more the chocolate or the Company behind the chocolate. Here Here🥂 to raising the vibration of the products but something I didn't know at first was that 25% of the profits of my purchase goes to www.careforchildren.org ... And Here Here 🥂 to Elements Truffles for caring..may blessings come your way.
I should mention that not only did they politely listen to my concern when I contacted them they also gave me a great idea on how to solve it and it gave me a new idea now on what I can do with the chocolate.
                

                
                  Donna  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Very yummy! Love the ingredients!

                  Very yummy, great ingredients!
                

                
                  Leia Furer  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Fantastic Chocolate Set

                  I’m allergic to dairy and miss good quality chocolate. I’ve tried numerous vegan chocolate brands but none of them have had the right texture and creaminess except for these Elements chocolates. Literally the best vegan chocolate I’ve ever had. Melt in your mouth delicious with perfect amount of sweetness! LOVE!
                

                
                  Drea Abshire  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Wow amazing, truly LESS > more

                  So special, all the flavors were enchanting! My partner felt finicky about them at first glance, after trying them. HE LOVES THEM! Some of the more unique flavors were his favorites.
                

                
                  Marie Kowalski  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Excellent chocolates

                  I gifted the chocolates to my classmates who graduated from yoga teacher training with me. They made the perfect gifts, and we all thought the chocolate was delicious. Highly recommend!
                

                
                  Katrina C  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Beautiful

                  Arrived in perfect condition. Packaging is beautiful and chocolate is divine!
                

                
                  Romy Parscale  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  So good

                  I wasn't sure what to expect, but boy is it delicious. I will absolutely be trying more flavors and ordering more!
                

                
                  Christa Nash  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious chocolate

                  Delicious chocolate, I have tried many brands but this by far is my favorite!
                

                
                  Tatiana Sukhareva  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  The best chocolate ever!

                  This chocolate is the best! The richness and the flavors are so yummy! And the service is the best!
                

                
                  Lorraine Kweskin  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  

                  I love your chocolate. I order it every month. Just some feedback - there wasn’t a card, note or anything saying Happy Fathers Day when I sent a gift to my dad last week. He had to call to find out who it was from.

Love your chocolate so much!! I don’t eat white sugar and was so happy to discover your chocolate sweetened with honey.
                

                
                  Allison Orenstein  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Love!!

                  Chocolate tastes amazing. Love the flavor combinations and the QUALITY. And I can’t get enough of the packaging! I want to keep it all!
                

                
                  Cammy  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Fathers Day Gift a Success!

                  My dad absolutely loved these chocolates and can’t wait to try them all! It was fun wrapping each set separately, to reveal the beautiful packaging one by one. Will definitely order a gift box again!
                

                
                  Sasha Bershadsky  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious!

                  My husband and I have thoroughly enjoyed our bars. They are much creamier and smoother than any other bar I've tried. The sweetness is just right, and not over powering like most bars. The taste it leaves in your mouth is divine. The orange quinoa is my favorite so far. The only thing I don't like about them is that it's difficult to break off pieces that are similarly sized, I'd prefer that they used a mold that had indentions to make sharing and portion control easier.
                

                
                  Jenn  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing!

                  I ordered a sample box and a box of truffles. These chocolates are amazing! I love that they contain raw, natural ingredients and sweetened only with local honey. Each one has a unique flavor and health benefits. I would definitely recommend them to anyone who loves chocolate!
                

                
                  Karen S  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  They are all wonderful!

                  I love them all! The texture, the taste, the ingredients!!! I am in love with these chocolates!
                

                
                  Elas  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Outstanding!

                  I'll be honest - I had low expectations ordering from a sponsored ad on instagram, but I have been so impressed! The orange sample was the first I tried - the quinoa crunch was the perfect touch and orange essential oil gave it just enough flavor. The maple toffee was so good I think I might need to create the toffee part at home! And I just polished off the ginger and black pepper bar - so, so creamy. These have all impressed me.
                

                
                  Brianna  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Awesome

                  The chocolates are very delicious! I love everything that came with my purchase.
                

                
                  Brittany Jackson  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  I texted my friends about how I just had the best chocolate. not exaggerating

                  Got an instagram ad with a 50% off new customer coupon and chocolate is so yummy, why not. I'm also a connoisseur aka chocolate fiend and this is seriously really darn good chocolate. Can't wait to finish my current set and buy more. Give it a try, you'll definitely love it. I agree with the review below - some of the best chocolate I've ever had and I've been to many European countries known for premium chocolate.
                

                
                  Joanna Young  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  WOW! I feel divine!

                  If you’re hesitating or not sure about purchasing these one-of-a-kind Ayurveda chocolates, please by all means do try them. I’m a VERY PICKY person when it comes to CHOCOLATE. I only eat dark chocolate. These chocolates are absolutely divine and delicious. Stop thinking and try it. It’s like heaven on earth. Each flavor is unique and you can choose to eat according to your mood. I’m an Ayurvedic Health Coach so I know the ingredients too well. These chocolates plus their powders are pure delight. I indulge in chocolate meditation with Mantras. All worth it. 100 percent made with compassion and kindness. Namaste.
                

                
                  Mayuri  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best chocolate ever

                  Love the chocolate love the company. Even melts well. Biggest fan!!!!
                

                
                  Luray Tobar  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  yumminess

                  I am a chocoholic and saw the site for Elements Truffles and thought why not try it? I got the Elements Sampler. I haven't tried everything yet but OMG the ones that I have tried are absolutely yummy!
                

                
                  Melissa Ramsay  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best Chocolates ever

                  I had to hide them from my kids and the best part is no refined sugar and they taste so yummy. I especially loved the touch of ginger and coconut.
                

                
                  Priya Prasad  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  100% Nirvana

                  In love with these delicacies!!
                

                
                  Neha Jain  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Guilt free binging

                  Absolutely loved Rose & Cardamom, maple moringa, orange...
                

                
                  Sup  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  The best cacao makes the best chocolate

                  These chocolates are amazing, they melted in your mouth. I think it is because the cacao that Elements Truffles use is from Ecuador (the best cacao in the world)
                

                
                  Ana Benitez  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  NOT bitter dark chocolate!

                  All the chocolate was very smooth and rich-feeling and flavorful without being bitter. Orange Quinoa with Turmeric, Black Lava Salt with Turmeric, and Maple Toffee with Moringa
                

                
                  Kenzie  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Good stuff!

                  Tried something new and I’m glad I did. Tasty!
                

                
                  Shon  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  In Love

                  I had been wanting to give up simple sugars for a while for my health, but I was struggling because I couldn't find anything for my sweet tooth that was sweetened with Honey and then I came across Elements Truffles! I Love these chocolates so much! They're so yummy! They're all dark chocolate so expect that strong cacao taste with a sweet twist. I am now a loyal fan! I can taste the love in these chocolates.
                

                
                  Claudia P.  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  I love this stuff 💗

                  I mix a heaping tablespoon with some milk, and put it in the blender. Then I mix with strong coffee. Amazing 😋
                

                
                  Kimberlie  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Simply Delightful!

                  This is straight from our kids - “It is so yummy and love the almonds and raisins spread throughout the chocolate bar.”
                

                
                  Dr. Ajay Tejasvi  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  The best

                  Hot fun of chocolate but this is the best one ever
                

                
                  Vesna Josic Janicijevic  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Heavenly!!!

                  Rose with Cardamom is my absolute favorite chocolate from your selection. I had been given it as a gift and had never tasted anything like it. I use rose water spray myself and also use cardamom in desserts so I was intrigued to try it. I absolutely LOVED the taste -- very unique and unusual. Quite a luscious treat. I savored every bite and cut small pieces each day so it would last. And so I ended up ordering some for myself and to give as gifts as well. I am sure I will order more. Thank you for creating such a delicious product. And one that is so healthy as well. As a follower of Ayurveda I am especially grateful to have discovered your company. Namaste!
                

                
                  Jeanrose  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing

                  Delicious and healthy! Will be a return customer, for sure!
                

                
                  Debra Smith  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Wonderful chocolates !!!

                  I have never tried good chocolates without preservatives and sugars with a perfect combination of flavors and healthy additives.
                

                
                  Sevda Konareva  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  OMG...beautiful assortment

                  I love all the flavor names! Beautiful packaging...suitable for gifts with just adding a bow or ribbon. Well packaged for the warm weather. Thanks so much ❤️
                

                
                  Robin Brawn  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best indulgence. EVER.

                  If you are trying to be healthy this is the best indulgence -so satisfying and truly decadent.
                

                
                  Sara Asaly  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  So many flavors.....all so yummy!!!!

                  Great mouth-feel and a not too sweet deep chocolate flavor. Love love love the lemon nibs!
                

                
                  dEse Simmons  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious!

                  I read the reviews before purchasing, but still was surprised at how tasty these bars are. I haven't come close to trying them all, but everything I have tried so far has been divine.
                

                
                  Charlotte  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  The most delicious chocolates I’ve ever eaten!

                  Silky interesting sublime!
                

                
                  Elisabeth Robinson  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Love your chocolates

                  I feel less guilty eating your chocolates because they have healthy ingredients and taste delicious 🤤
                

                
                  Pam Robbin  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Lavender/Peppermint dark chocolate

                  My daughter loves these
                

                
                  Leslie Broude  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Balanced flavor and pleasing texture

                  Very nice and balanced flavor. Smooth rich texture. Personally, I would like to see the chocolate wrapped in the paper/foil wrapper, as this is more classy than the new sealed plastic style inner wrapper.
                

                
                  lemon james  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Good quality

                  Its a great flavor and it shipped relatively quickly.
                

                
                  Daria Reifel  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious!!

                  They smell heavenly and taste delicious!! Couldn’t be more pleased and I will definitely order from you again!
                

                
                  Shon  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Yummy, life supporting chocolate

                  Elements rocks!! Wholesome sweetness
                

                
                  Bambi Sivaramakrishnan  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing!

                  These chocolates found me during my yoga teacher training and are the perfect compliment! Truly enjoy the thoughtfulness and elegance of these divine treats! Thank you for creating a sweet that resonates with mind, body, and soul 
                

                
                  Shannon Legere  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Heavenly!

                  They are so rich and the flavors are all so delicious!
                

                
                  Paulina Rodriguez  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing

                  I eat a lot of chocolate and am constantly trying different brands around the world. I didn't expect much from Elements Truffles but they blew me away. Unique flavors, fresh-tasting bars, just a great product overall.
                

                
                  AS  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Awesome

                  Love the bars.. Healthy, smooth, delicious...flavors on point...Can't stop yourself after every bite..😜Love Love Love it...
                

                
                  Nilu  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing Unique Vegan Chocolate!

                  I love how this chocolate is vegan first off, then on top of that the unique flavors are amazing! I LOVE the Rose and Cardamom! Sooo good and comforting, just need to break off a little bit each night to satisfy my chocolate cravings! Then on top of all of that!... part of the proceeds goes to charity! You cannot beat the price and quality for 3 bars! Great for gifts too! I gifted two of them to friends put them in their bday gift bags and kept one for myself. Will be purchasing again!
                

                
                  Camille Reicherter  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Excellent!

                  The packaging is beautiful! Once opened, the bar looks amazing and the taste is pure joy. I am so happy I treated myself to this exquisite treat. It is so hard to find vegan chocolate that is worth it. And this is, hands down
                

                
                  Sarah L.  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious!

                  This chocolate bar is so so good! The honey is rich and sweetens it just right!
                

                
                  kimberly  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  A class of its own

                  These chocolates are on another level when it comes to clean ingredients as well as taste. The flavor combinations are creative and functional.
                

                
                  Bryan D  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazed

                  Don’t think I can ever get over this chocolate and love that I can gift them and know that others will enjoy them as much! Such a treat!!
                

                
                  Nora  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Messy when delivered. Sent email to you regarding this

                  I wanted to let you know you packaging opened in transit and really made a mess of my floor and the chocolates. Hope to clean them up for gifts. Glad it’s sustainable but maybe needs some durability.
                

                
                  Gerri Myers  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious!

                  i enjoyed my sea salt infused- with -turmeric chocolate. The others are on their way as gifts, but I’m sure they will be enjoyed as well
                

                
                  Barbara Vangsness  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  So good!

                  Love this chocolate so much! You can tell how much love goes into making it
                

                
                  Nicole Sannes  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing yumminess

                  So so good. Rich chocolate. So decadent.
                

                
                  Laura Valdes  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Wow 😮 Wow

                  Firstly, the wrapping and care that’s put into the packaging for the product is amazing. The packaging looks like it’s hand crafted and special. I tried the orange infused with Turkic and that was phenomenal. It’s just the right blend of orange. I’m looking forward to trying all the other ones. It’s also so nice to be able to have chocolate that has natural occurring sugars (honey). I stopped eating anything with added highly processed sugars and artificial sweeteners and gosh I’ve missed all the yummy desserts. Well, I don’t have to miss any of that anymore with this artisanal chocolate.
                

                
                  Melissa Ross  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Love this chocolate!

                  I will definitely buy these chocolate bars again. I was skeptical because they were on an Instagram ad, but I’m so happy I took the plunge. I’m not a big sweet person, so I love how they just use honey. They are just right! I’m completely satisfied with my purchase. The packaging of the bars are so nice too! Shipping was quick all the way to Oahu and they arrived unmelted.
                

                
                  Lisa Reynard  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  cacao heaven!

                  Honestly love love love all the chocolates from the sampler pack!the packaging is perfect and love the use of simple but strong powerhouse ingredients! Cacao thats good for the soul 
                

                
                  Katrina Ocampo  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious, simple chocolate combos

                  We have not dug deep into our sampler pack as a family yet but love the simplicity of ingredients and flavor combos we have seen. We had one bar so far and it was perfect with one person in the household who has food reactivities.
                

                
                  Kia Ruiz  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  What A Delight

                  Definitely peace and happiness in every bite! From the presentation of the box to each little square morsel, the love was felt. ❤️
                

                
                  Heli  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  So tasty!!

                  I never heard of this company, but I think I saw an ad on Instagram. I ordered the sampler pack and could not be happier with their products. The packaging is killer and the tastes are so unique. The bars themselves are more Cocoa Butter tasting, which is nice, as it makes them not too sweet or too bitter. I think I will be ordering these chocolates as thank you gifts to my clients!! I highly recommend checking them out!! Treat Yo' Self!
                

                
                  J.Hilton  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  It was a gift for someone...

                  ...so I haven't tried them myself. It was a thank you present, and think they enjoyed receiving :) !!
                

                
                  Joanna Jardine  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Excellence

                  Delicious, artfully made chocolate that gives a delightful experience
                

                
                  Kira Groves  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Gorgeous gift!!

                  I had to mail my mom a gift this year because I couldn’t go see her due to the ongoing Pandemic situation. So I mailed this gift set to her not having ever actually seen it in person. I was not disappointed!! My mom LOVED everything about it, the quality of ingredients, down to how beautifully everything was packaged. So so happy that I took a chance on this!! Very satisfied. Will be ordering again in the future.
                

                
                  Amanda  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  The only chocolate I eat!

                  I’m so grateful to have discovered Elements Truffles. The quality is unsurpassed. You can taste the integrity and artistry that goes into their chocolates with every bite.
                

                
                  Julie Lowe  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing chocolates

                  I got almost all that Elements Truffles has to offer as a gift. Love the vegan and special touch of healthy ayurvedic chocolates they make. The classic collection in my order melted a little due to hot humid weather, maybe if they can add temperature control in the packaging would be wonderful. Otherwise highly recommend. Love them.
                

                
                  Heli  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Surprise!

                  Wow, I’m totally in love with Elements Truffles. Especially love the packing, environmental-friendly and beautiful! I tried one flavor, it tastes really rich with the right amount of sweetness. Plus plus, healthy! No guilty over chocolate anymore :)
                

                
                  Nina Wei  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Love chocolate

                  They were a Mothers Day gift and I love them! Thank you for making chocolates that are delicious and good for you!
                

                
                  Chuck Robbin  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Premium quality! 10/10

                  Love the flavors!! Delicious treats that are safe to eat, free of chemicals. Totally recommend these to anyone looking for tasty, clean, fair-trade Dark Chocolates!
                

                
                  Shradha  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Customers Loved This!!!!

                  Our customers loved this gift box! The packaging was beautiful and they were amazed with the unique flavors. The service was incredibly fast and we were informed at each step of the way! Thank you for everything!!!
                

                
                  New Jersey Lady  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Chocolate

                  Awesome flavor super smooth, really great texture
Really pleased with the flavors over tried so far, highly recommend, 🤗
                

                
                  Jamo  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  BEST CHOCOLATE EVER

                  This hint of spice makes it perfect! Ordering another batch now !
                

                
                  Abigail Dejesus  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Enjoying all flavors

                  Nicely done
                

                
                  Sharon Parr  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  

                  Absolutely some of the most delicious chocolate, and I am picky about chocolate! It’s a beautiful experience, from the artful packaging, to the delightful and surprising flavors.
                

                
                  Jordana Saunders  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Mom loved the gift!

                  Th Calypso Gift Box was an absolutely perfect gift for my mom who is very careful about her indulgence in chocolate and sugar, and loves her Ayurveda herbs. I love that Element Truffles is unique and combines these two beautiful things so that my mom can enjoy her chocolate and health! She loves the quality of the melt-in-your-mouth chocolate. Thank you!
                

                
                  Maral Mouradian  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Lovely gift

                  These truffles are delightful. It’s clear that so much intention went into every aspect from product to packaging.
                

                
                  Jen  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Simply the Best!

                  Where do I begin?? The range of flavors, the clean ingredients, the love that goes into the making of these truffles is simply the best! These are our go to sweets - the only chocolates we give our children - because they are free from refined sugars. Our kids really love the hot cocoa as well :) but that’s another review. You’ve gotta try these amazing chocolates.
                

                
                  Ajay Tejasvi  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Love it!

                  This drinking chocolate mix is very flavorful. I've made cups of hot coco and more often, include a teaspoon or so in my coffee. There isn't a lot of sugar so it's the perfect treat. My order arrived timely with no problems.
                

                
                  BoulderBella  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best chocolate ever

                  I’ve tried a million different chocolates but this one definitely is the best one. Pure raw chocolate with natural adding . You’ll never want to eat a cheap chocolate again
                

                
                  Anastasiya Verenich  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Little Bites of Happiness!

                  These are fantastic! The flavors are so bright and even though it's quite tempting to sit down and make a meal of these little bites, a couple are satisfying. I love that they are grounded in Ayurvedic tradition and that they are dairy free and responsibly sourced. Thank you for putting so much time and energy into this company!
                

                
                  Shanyn Doan  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Great Mother’s Day Gift

                  My mother really enjoyed her gift and found the chocolate to be high quality. The chocolate was shipped with ice packs in the box and with the individual chocolate so nothing melted in transit. My mother enjoyed reading about the vata, pitta, and kapha balance in the individual bars. My brother, who also tasted the chocolate, though it was a little grainy, but overall enjoyed it. My mother hasn’t tried the hot chocolate yet, but is excited to do so
                

                
                  Emily  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Beautiful & Nutricious

                  Beautiful packaging and delicious melt in your mouth chocolates 
                

                
                  Natalie Conneely  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Beautiful and Delicious

                  So impressed with the quality of the bars, the packaging is delightful - really appreciate the beauty and thought which has gone into these creations and they are delicious
                

                
                  Elspeth Mcatee  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Love it!

                  I ordered 4 bars from the collection that arrived very quickly in spite of the country being in lock down. While I have only tried the Rose & Cardamom so far, I had to write a review to let you know how much I liked the chocolate. True to your philosophy of Ayurveda, every bit of the chocolate tasted and smelt like zen. I have never tasted anything like this before. This is by-far the best tasting chocolate I've tasted that does not have dairy in it.
                

                
                  Shilpa  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Elements Truffles

                  Love love love!!
                

                
                  Sharon Gernady  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious Hot Chocolate!

                  I was pleasantly surprised as I didn't follow the instructions but boiled water as I usually do for tea and added a tablespoon with a splash of cashew milk. It was delicious!! Smooth and creamy and yummy! My girls enjoyed it too! I will definitely order again once my stash is finished. Provides much needed comfort while following stay at home orders!
                

                
                  Elena  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Sweet!

                  Your chocolate is so unique! Love this multipack to share and brighten my friends day with your wonderful chocolate!
                

                
                  Jenny  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  

                  Absolutely delicious and satisfying.
                

                
                  Konstanze Hickey  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best chocolate treat ever!

                  We love this hot chocolate mix, and add it to about every sort of hot milk drink we make.
                

                
                  Mary  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing!

                  These chocolates are rich and delicious in every way! I love the interesting combinations of flavors and the ingredients with none of the terrible things in other chocolates are amazing. These chocolates are such a wonderful treat and I feel like a goddess eating them :)
                

                
                  Andrea A  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Superb Quality

                  Fresh chocolaty goodness
                

                
                  Alasha Woods  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious!

                  I do not consider myself to be a big fan of chocolate, however, since receiving a bar of Elements as a gift, I've been eager to try more of the brand's confections. While I prefer the original line (orange + crunchy quinoia and turmeric + sea salt in particular) , The Rasā Collection did NOT disappoint. Treat yourself to some spiced delights.
                

                
                  Allyson  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Heavenly!

                  By far the best chocolates I’ve had. The best!!!!
                

                
                  Nitisha Bishnoi  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Gourmet chocolate you can feel good about

                  I love the unique flavors from Elements Truffles- but I most appreciate that the bars are dairy free, Fair Trade, and that 25% of profits go to www.careforchildren.org. I choose to support companies based on their ethical standards, and Elements Truffles chocolates fit the bill. Not only that, but the packaging is gorgeous and there is artwork on the chocolate bars themselves! Perfect for gifts.
                

                
                  Heidi lynch  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best chocolate there is!

                  I first tried the Rose with Cardamom Chocolate bar recently when I saw it in a natural health food store, and I loved it! Later on, My family and I decided to order the Calypso gift box so we can try the hot chocolates and other chocolate bars. They are all so delicious, light, and beautifully crafted. My mother is picky when it comes to chocolate, and she LOVED these! Best chocolates there is, and the best customer service I have ever experienced.
                

                
                  Angelique  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  keep for yourself or give as a gift (but really keep for yourself)

                  I bought the bundle as a healthy Valentines gift for myself and I have so enjoyed it. I gave a turmeric chocolate bar to a friend as i needed a last minute gift. I was worried at first that everything would taste like turmeric. I was utterly surprised that it did not. I put the hot chocolate powder into my bulletproof coffee and have even melted it into fat bombs. Nothing was overly sweet and I love the product!
                

                
                  Smith-breidel  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Melt in your mouth magic

                  'Melt in your mouth magic' - Really! Follow the instructions on how to consume these truffles and your life will be forever changed. Best chocolate I have ever had! More than chocolate....it's an experience, a journey of taste to a better you.
                

                
                  Daniela Holban  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Excellent all around!

                  High quality chocolate and really lovely flavors.
                

                
                  Anna Corning  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  I love your chocolates.

                  I love your chocolates. My favorites are “ Rose infused with Cardamon “ and “ Ginger infused with Black Pepper.” The amazing part is 70% Cacao . No sugar. And are “Ayurveda Inspired.” Your chocolate reminds me of my great grandfather who used to harvest Cacao. All the chocolate flavors are amazing. And in a way it takes me back to see the Cacao plants every time I eat one of the yummy chocolates. And it’s vegan . Thank you for those amazing chocolates made with 70% Cacao.
                

                
                  Delfa Gonzalez  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  These chocolates are like velvet!

                  My favorite chocolates of all time! The best ingredients!! The raspberry beetroot tastes like velvet!! Love love love!!!
                

                
                  Angela  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Yummy!

                  Will add it to my yogurt and oatmeal🙂
                

                
                  Lili Grudzien  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Love these bars!

                  Elements chocolate has been my go to for getting me through during times when I have sworn off refined sugar. The sea salt tumeric is my favorite of the collection. The hint of sea salt gives it a almost buttery savory pop.
                

                
                  Victoria D  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Yummy 😋

                  The absolute best ! Even my husband agrees.
                

                
                  Mary Ann Phillips  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  My favorite hot chocolate in the WORLD!

                  I love Elements Truffles so much. As an Ayurvedic practitioner who loves chocolate, this is one I feel so good about drinking and sharing. Pure love, totally delicious, so easy to make, great price.
                

                
                  Talya Lutzker  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best chocolate ever

                  Makes me happy every time
                

                
                  Danna  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Yummy

                  Easy to order and free shipping. A wonderful, delicious treat!! Best chocokste💕
                

                
                  Amy Campagna  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  So delicious!

                  We enjoy our delicious Elements chocolates every day after dinner. It is so wonderful to know you are consuming something so delectable, yet so healthy too! Thank you for creating these handmade little jewels—and the wrapping is precious also! They make gorgeous gifts.
                

                
                  Cynthia Martin  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Great Tuffles

                  This chocolate is very fine indeed. A nice mix of flavors but they don't overpower the basic richness of the chocolate.
                

                
                  Francis Mattondo  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  AMAZING 😍

                  Any of their chocolates is just heaven in your mouth. If you are like me, sugar intolerant, then these chocolates are definitely for you!!! My favorite is raspberry with beetroot. Soooo good!!!
                

                
                  Lilie G  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  BEST TRUFFLE FLAVOR PROFILES

                  I have made and eaten truffles from all over the globe. Many have attempted these flavor combinations---all have fallen short of Elements. Your blending of botanicals and other fragrant additions, combined with the quality of the chocolate, make every truffle a perfect bite. The serving size is just perfect too.
                

                
                  Pam Rose  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Yipeee!

                  These products are tremendous: beautiful and yummy energetically, visual, tastefully! Thank you.
                

                
                  Brenda Villa  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  

                  Amazing, fantastic!!!!! Amazing taste of real and quality chocolate!Insure I'll buy again and again!!!
                

                
                  Krasimira Kuleva  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Chocoholics Rejoice!

                  Love it! Delicious, excellent product and beautifully packaged.
                

                
                  Ramona Gray  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Beautiful chocolates!

                  I am fully impressed with everything I ordered! I am looking forward to ordering more! Not only for myself but for gifts as well!
                

                
                  Jen Rietveld  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  So Yummy!

                  I’m ashamed to admit that I’ve pretty much eaten half a bar a day. Which isn’t good as it should be lasting me a lot longer, but its sooooo yummy I can’t resist it! New Addiction for sure. I used to eat Terry’s Orange Chocolate as a Kid, and I never found a healthy version until now. This is everything I wanted it to be and more!
                

                
                  Alex Black  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Real Raspberry Taste!

                  Raspberry is my favorite flavor of anything, and when I bit into this and tasted REAL raspberry flavor, I was in heaven. This is my favorite flavor so far! (well, maybe the orange quinoa gives it run for the money).
                

                
                  Barbara Ingram  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Favorite chocolates

                  My husband and I have a sharing ritual for chocolates. I made a point of telling him several times over that after all these years I finally have a favorite chocolate. The pure cocoa shines unlike other chocolate bars. The spices are fresh. The honey sweetens but it doesn't have a honey-forward flavor to overtake the other ingredients.
The cocoa nibs are delightful. The sweetness of the maple sugar plays a contrast to the pungent nib, and the flavor notes hit at different intervals, making one appreciate the difference. My daughter and I likened the experience to having chocolate covered coffee beans.
I'm excited to try the rest of the collection. I haven't had a disappointing or mediocre product yet, and we're halfway through the full product sampler.
                

                
                  Vanessa M.  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious!

                  I read the reviews before purchasing, but still was surprised at how tasty these bars are. I haven't come close to trying them all, but everything I have tried so far has been divine.
                

                
                  Charlotte  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  So many flavors.....all so yummy!!!!

                  Great mouth-feel and a not too sweet deep chocolate flavor. Love love love the lemon nibs!
                

                
                  dEse Simmons  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best indulgence. EVER.

                  If you are trying to be healthy this is the best indulgence -so satisfying and truly decadent.
                

                
                  Sara Asaly  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  OMG...beautiful assortment

                  I love all the flavor names! Beautiful packaging...suitable for gifts with just adding a bow or ribbon. Well packaged for the warm weather. Thanks so much ❤️
                

                
                  Robin Brawn  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Wonderful chocolates !!!

                  I have never tried good chocolates without preservatives and sugars with a perfect combination of flavors and healthy additives.
                

                
                  Sevda Konareva  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing

                  Delicious and healthy! Will be a return customer, for sure!
                

                
                  Debra Smith  
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                  Heavenly!!!

                  Rose with Cardamom is my absolute favorite chocolate from your selection. I had been given it as a gift and had never tasted anything like it. I use rose water spray myself and also use cardamom in desserts so I was intrigued to try it. I absolutely LOVED the taste -- very unique and unusual. Quite a luscious treat. I savored every bite and cut small pieces each day so it would last. And so I ended up ordering some for myself and to give as gifts as well. I am sure I will order more. Thank you for creating such a delicious product. And one that is so healthy as well. As a follower of Ayurveda I am especially grateful to have discovered your company. Namaste!
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                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  The best

                  Hot fun of chocolate but this is the best one ever
                

                
                  Vesna Josic Janicijevic  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Attention to detail

                  Absolutely love these chocolates! Everything is wrapped so beautifully, even the chocolates themselves are beautiful! It’s very obvious that a lot of care went into making these chocolates. For those of you who think no dairy and no gluten = no fun, think again. These bars taste heavenly! If you’re on the fence about some of the flavor combinations, I urge you to try them. The flavors compliment each other so well. I will definitely be a repeat customer.
                

                
                  Melissa Mitroshin  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Amazing products

                  The packaging needs work. It must have gotten wet during the delivery route cause it got to me in pieces. Most of the items were secured safely in a sealed pouch but strangely they left some items out of the pouch and they were compromised. customer service was very kind and replaced the compromised items immidiately. But that being said. These are the greatest vegan chocolates of all times. Im absolutly giddy with the unique flavor combinations they have. Was the perfect gift.
                

                
                  Rebecca Haney  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Love Elements Truffles!

                  I received 11 different bars and have sampled about half of them...they are all fantastic! I love that there is so much thought, love and high quality ingredients that go into this chocolate. I will be giving as gifts soon!
                

                
                  Andrea P  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Oh My Goodness!

                  This is so delicious! I’m obsessed with your Orange flavoured chocolates. This Cinnamon Orange with Clove doesn’t disappoint. As equally enjoyable as your other Orange Quinoa one! Love it! Super delicious!
                

                
                  Alex Black  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Wonderful!

                  My husband and I love these truffles! Not only are they delicious but we love the time and care the company takes in making these truffles.
                

                
                  Jen Rietveld  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious Chocolate Treats Without The Guilt

                  Really interesting flavors, enticing aromas, beautiful to look at, and delicious chocolate. They taste exactly like you think they will. Arrived quickly and without damage.
                

                
                  Katherine Mayhugh  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Fantastastic! Wonderful combinations!

                  While I can not say I have taste all (because my family enjoyed half before me). What I did enjoy was the rich deep chocolate flavor, with added flavor ingancing ingredients! I love the 72% coco and low sugar combination for better flavor. (Echoed by the family!) I would definately recommend to a friend and/ or send as a gift.
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                  Loved everything about it

                  Taste, packaging was super hit at rakshabandhan gathering!!
                

                
                  Nicks  
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                  Still Waiting!!

                  It says my order was filled 7 days ago. I have yet to receive it. Hope it doesn't show up all melted. Its been really hot here!! Will update once I get my order! :)
                

                
                  Stephanie Parsons  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Phenomenal

                  I was hesitant about spending so much on a few bars of chocolate but I do not know that I've ever had chocolate this good before, even at 'chocolate' places. I'd gotten used to dark chocolate being this bitter creature that you have to get used to and that leaves your mouth dry after, where a hint of pleasant is all that's really available and it washes away when you wet your mouth with a little water. This chocolate changed that view entirely. I now have culinary hope for chocolate again. Thank you.
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                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Absolutely delicious

                  Can I please have more!! They are all very yummy and I LOVE that they are dairy free!!!
                

                
                  Customer  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Loved the idea of the Honor Gift Box!

                  The Honor gift box was the best guiltless sweet gift for my husband of one year! We loved tasting the varied flavors of the divine chocolate bars, so beautifully packaged! It was the perfect way to honor our first anniversary!
                

                
                  Amodi Borkar  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Delicious Pick Me Up!

                  These are absolutely delicious! They are the perfect pick me up! The flavors are on point and they make you feel great! They are a little pricey without the discount. As a result, I may get some here and there as a special treat. Especially the Rose and Cardamom!!
                

                
                  Morgan Yogini  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  

                  Amazing chocolate and customer service!
                

                
                  West  
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                  smooth and delicious

                  smooth and delicious
                

                
                  Tracey Banks  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Really Good

                  Really Good
                

                
                  Bernita McMullen  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Best chocolate I’ve ever had

                  I discovered Element Truffles through a promotion on Facebook and never looked back. These are simply the best raw, organic and potent chocolate bars you will ever taste. I cannot say enough good things about them.
                

                
                  Melanie Frances  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Pretty Darn Good!

                  I have never been a huge fan of chocolate truffles. However, these are definitely the best ones I have ever had. I prefer the chocolate bars, but if you are a chocolate truffle lover, these will not disappoint!
                

                
                  Morgan Yogini  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Great gift!

                  We sent this as a birthday gift to a friend and she LOVED them. She appreciated the story behind the company just as much. Great find, highly recommended.
                

                
                  Ivan  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Chocoholic Sampler is great! Need to work on shipping.

                  I have tried all but the drinks and I can't wait. Everything is so creamy with distinct strong flavors. I never had dark chocolate so creamy. Very good. I think I like all of the flavors. The only thing was the shipping. The order went from NJ to Ohio and back to NJ and took 4 days. Why? The insulation of the package fell apart and made a mess all over the products and the ice pack had melted. Otherwise I am very happy.
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                  Yummy and so much fun!

                  I purchased a sampler for my sister and myself. Every day we text each other which one we tried and how we could taste the flavors. It’s been a lot of fun and I think I may purchase a couple as a gift for other friends. Delicious chocolates with interesting flavors. Each bite is a new surprise! Enjoy it!

Great values and part of your money even goes to a great place! Enjoy each bite as you do something good for others in this world.
                

                
                  PS  
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                  Delicious

                  I loved the fun square shape of the truffles and they were absolutely delicious! Excellent!!!
                

                
                  Alona Harder  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Very impressive

                  I have been very impressed so far from the shipping time, to the packaging and the quality of the chocolate- everything has been amazing. I haven't sampled all of the flavors yet, but have enjoyed all that I have tried so far! :)
                

                
                  Tessa Frantum  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
                    
                  
                

			


	

			
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                   
                
  
                
                  Elements chocolate bars

                  Delicious, fresh and no bad ingredients. Highly recommend! Will buy again.
                

                
                  Anna Glider  
                    
                    Verified Purchase
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